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“Over the Bent / World”: Echoing the Underthought of Gerard Manley Hopkins  
 

Abstract 

 

Gerard Manley Hopkins echoed himself in his last moments, reportedly saying “I am so happy.” 

Samuel Hazo ends his most recent collection with a poem that draws on these same last words: 

“Dying of fever, Hopkins / repeated, ‘I am so happy.’” But the speaker in Hazo’s poem does not 

share the ecstatic theophany expressed in Hopkins’s words. Instead, Hazo continues the 

meditation on mortality present throughout his work, adopting a form of Pascal’s wager so that 

he can “wage against uncertainty.” Published in the same year, Jane Greer’s newest collection, 

Love Like a Conflagration, often echoes Hopkins’s poetry in the same vein as Hazo. The echo 

may be a few words, such as when an experience of “dappled undergrowth” and “stippled shade” 

suggests “loss and discontent” rather than delight in “all things counter, original, spáre, strange.” 

In the same collection, the echo of “leafmeal” links an aging poet losing her memory as she 

refines her craft to the young Márgarét who grows to Margaret through emotional identification 

with “leaves, like the things of man.” Most telling, Greer’s poem “Because God Wanted It” ends 

with a nearly identical quote from “God’s Grandeur” including the enjambed line break: 

“because the Holy Spirit over the bent / world broods.” Rather than the consolation that “nature 

is never spent” as in Hopkins’s sonnet, Greer’s poem ends with a speaker who was “redeemed 

impenitent.” 

 

Two living poets echo the poetry of Hopkins in books published in the same year. Perhaps this 

should come as no surprise since each writes from the same intellectual tradition as Hopkins and 

speaks highly of him in interviews and prose. And yet, they appropriate Hopkins’s poetry in 

ways that not only extend but also run counter to the source poems. In this paper, I will propose 

that this form of appropriation is even more Hopkinsian in nature following Francis Fennell’s 

understanding where the source poet’s “words become part of the general furniture of the 

reader’s mind, part of his or her ways of looking at, and of being in, the world.” These 

Hopkinsian echoes in Hazo and Greer’s recent poetry arise from internalized intimacy with the 

Victorian poet. Just as the word despair redounds from the stone of the well to return as “Spare?” 

in “The Leaden Echo and the Golden Echo,” the internalized words of Hopkins redound from the 

modern poet’s circumstances, repeating with a difference. In the midst of that difference, 

however, the same brooding God is acting within these poetic worlds. 
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Presentation 

 
Gerard Manley Hopkins echoed himself in his last moments, reportedly saying “I am so 

happy, I am so happy” (Martin 1991, 413). Whether the frail Jesuit died of typhoid or 

undiagnosed Crohn’s disease, last words like these suggest an ecstatic theophany, as though 

realizing the promised “Yonder” of “The Golden Echo” where every beauty lost is “kept with 

fonder a care . . . than we could have kept it” (Hopkins 2002, lines 27-28). 

Samuel Hazo, the founder of the International Poetry Forum, ends his most recent 

collection, The Next Time We Saw Paris, with a poem that draws on these same last words: 

“Dying of fever, Hopkins / repeated, ‘I am so happy’” (Hazo 2020). The speaker in Hazo’s poem 

shares Hopkins’s lament over the loss brought by time, focusing on how “We want what’s 

intimate to last / as surely as we want the life / of touch, taste, sight, scent and sound / to last 

forever,” but he does not share the ecstatic theophany expressed in Hopkins’s last words or in 

“The Golden Echo” (Hazo 2020). Rather than the injunction to “give . . . beauty back to . . . 

beauty’s self and beauty’s giver,” we find the insight that “Beliefs / belie believers.” There is no 

certainty of a “Yonder” as Hazo continues the meditation on mortality present throughout his 

work, adopting a form of Pascal’s wager so that he can “wage against uncertainty.” But at the 

same time the repetition of the word hope provides its own golden echo in the poem: “All / that 

lasts are chosen loves / and what we hope is hope / to wage against uncertainty” (Hazo 2020). 

Publishing in the same year, the founding editor of Plains Poetry Journal, Jane Greer, 

often echoes Hopkins in Love Like a Conflagration. The echo may be a few words, such as when 

an experience of “dappled undergrowth” and “stippled shade” suggests “loss and discontent” 

rather than delight in “all things counter, original, spáre, strange” (Greer 2020; Hopkins 2002). 

Where Hopkins is “stirred for a bird” and sees a knightly Christ and celebrates Joan of Arc, 
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Greer reminds us that the bird is “riding indifferent air” and that she dives because “her hunger 

never ceases” (Greer 2020). The bird poems remind me of e. e. cummings’s kingbird who 

doesn’t care about any of our hearts in hiding. In the same collection, the echo of “leafmeal” 

links an aging poet losing her memory as she refines her craft to the young Márgarét who grows 

to Margaret through emotional identification with “leaves, like the things of man.” Most telling, 

Greer’s poem “Because God Wanted It” ends with a nearly identical quote from “God’s 

Grandeur” including the enjambed line break: “because the Holy Spirit over the bent / world 

broods.” Rather than the consolation that “nature is never spent” as in Hopkins’s sonnet, Greer’s 

poem ends with a speaker who was “redeemed impenitent” (Greer 2020). 

Two living poets echo the poetry of Hopkins in books published in the same year. 

Perhaps this should come as no surprise since they are friends, write from the same intellectual 

tradition as Hopkins, and speak highly of the Victorian Jesuit in interviews and prose. And yet, 

they appropriate Hopkins’s poetry in ways that not only extend but also run counter to the source 

poems. 

I propose that this form of appropriation is even more Hopkinsian in nature following 

Francis Fennell’s understanding where the source poet’s “words become part of the general 

furniture of the reader’s mind, part of his or her ways of looking at, and of being in, the world” 

(Fennell 2005). These Hopkinsian echoes in Hazo and Greer’s recent poetry arise from 

internalized intimacy with the Victorian poet. Just as the word despair redounds from the stone 

of the well to return as “Spare?” in “The Leaden Echo and the Golden Echo,” the internalized 

words of Hopkins redound from the modern poet’s circumstances, repeating with a difference. In 

the midst of that difference, however, the same brooding God is acting within these poetic 

worlds. 
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In this talk, I’m going to explore the Hopkinsian poetry of Greer and Hazo, and I will 

have a theological point, a specific underthought that runs through all three of the poets and 

emerges from reading them together, but that’s not really my main purpose of sharing this paper 

with you today. I know that this is a conference talk and I’m supposed to share with you an 

insight, but what I really want to do is point at these poems and say “look.” The philosopher of 

education, Gert Biesta, proposes that “pointing is the fundamental operation of education. . . 

pointing is ultimately about calling someone . . . to attend to the world” (Biesta 2021). Biesta 

sees learning as something that is world-centered rather than curriculum or learner-centered, and 

I think that’s a useful paradigm for thinking about how we approach poems together with shared 

attention. Since you’re here, you likely love Hopkins, and I want to suggest that these poems are 

then worthy of your attention. Let’s attend to them together.  

First, let’s attend more closely to Greer’s echo of “God’s Grandeur,” “Because God 

Wanted It.” In rhyming couplets, the speaker broods in a darkened yard over slights from a 

friend and “stoke[s]” the “little hurt to hate most splendid.” Rather than marveling at the “shining 

from shook foil” or the “ooze of oil / crushed,” Greer’s speaker is “grinding that gold to dust / 

beneath [a] righteous heel.” This speaker is a “walking bruise” much like the world “bleared, 

smeared with toil.”  

But a sudden turn comes as sharply as the volta in Hopkins’s sonnet. Just as the 

“discordant hymn” of hatred reaches its height, the couplet, the stanza, and the clouds break to 

reveal the moon, “large and unsparing . . . substantiation of a saving grace.” Here, in this 

moment of the poem, the “world is charged with the grandeur of God” just as much as in 

Hopkins’s sonnet. The Pseudo-Dionysian principle that “visible things are images of invisible 

things” and that “phenomenal beauties become images of invisible beauty” is at play here 
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(Epistle X; Celestial Hierarchy III). Hopkins’s commentary on the Spiritual Exercises touches on 

the same ideas: “All things therefore are charged with love, are charged with God and if we 

know how to touch them . . . yield drops and flow, ring and tell of him” (Hopkins 2018, 475). 

Rather than a cosmetic understanding of beauty that hides faults, a cosmic sense of beauty 

discloses truth and demands the same doxology found in Greer’s poem or Hopkins’s “Pied 

Beauty.” 

Greer ends “Because God Wanted It” with a flurry of couplets that extend the thought 

beyond two bounded lines:  

Because God wanted it, because God could, 

because God loves me with my speck of good, 

because the Holy Spirit over the bent 

world broods, I was redeemed impenitent. 

The divine love through brooding undoes the human love of brooding. Beauty and love are 

linked here, and that leads us back to Hazo’s final poem in his recent collection. His poem, “The 

Odds,” begins with the inevitable loss of intimacy and the beloved: “We want what’s intimate to 

last.” The poem then considers three different last words, ending with Hopkins’s “I am so 

happy,” but conspicuously leaving out the final statement on love from the dying priest: “I loved 

my life” (Martin 1991, 413). In its final lines, the poem concludes that “All / that lasts are chosen 

loves.” I think that is fascinating because love is essential to Hazo’s understanding of art and 

hermeneutics. 

According to Hazo, we understand both each other and art through love. Following 

Maritain, Hazo proposes that our apprehension of beauty leads to an “aesthetic joy” and causes 

us to “react lovingly to the new beauty known” (Hazo 2018). In the same examination of the 
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nature of art that Hazo builds on, Maritain proposes a reciprocal relationship between divine and 

human love, centered on beauty: “God’s love causes the beauty of what He loves, whereas our 

love is caused by the beauty of what we love” (1962, 27). Beauty draws out our love because 

God’s love creates beauty. Beauty arises from, in a way, God’s loving attention. Hopkins is 

happy because of his chosen loves, but the nature of beauty is because of God’s chosen loves. 

And that’s what lasts. That’s what we can really “wage against uncertainty.” 

Remember I began with the educational idea of attention—a world-centered view of 

learning in which teacher and learner attend together to the world and respond to the demands of 

the world. Together, Greer, Hazo, and Hopkins attend to the “bent / world” in need of 

redemption. They turn us to the hawks and the windhovers, roundy wells and bells, and the 

landscape all around us from Wales to the primordial ocean floor that is now the Dakota prairie.  

And that world “is never spent” (Hopkins 2002). 

It is instead a “substantiation of a saving grace,” that leads us to “Raise a doxology,” to 

“sing [our souls] until the world / burns to [our] chants as a miracle” (Greer 2020; Hazo 1968). 

And why? Because “the Holy Ghost over the bent / world broods with warm breast and 

with ah! bright wings” (Hopkins 2002). 

God attends to the “bent / world” with the attention of love. This is a shared attention not 

only with multiple poets and us as readers, but a shared attention with the divine. Greer and Hazo 

echo Fr. Gerard not only because they love him, but because they love the world. And perhaps 

more importantly because they are all loved by the same brooding God. 

By a shared focus on the beauty of the “bent / world,” these poets discover what the 

theologian, Hilarion Alfeyev, identifies as “the foundation of the universe” in the seventh-

century mysticism of Isaac of Nineveh (Alfeyev 2000, 37). Here’s Isaac of Nineveh directly: 
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In love did God bring the world into existence; in love does he 

guide it during its temporal existence; in love is he going to bring it 

to that wondrous transformed state, and in love will the world be 

swallowed up in the great mystery of him who has performed all 

these things. (1995, II.38.2) 

God loves the “bent / world,” including all our bent selves, even “Christ the sorry face in my 

mirror” as Greer (2020) puts it. That is the underthought at work in this poetry echoing from 

each of these poets inspired by the shared vision of love. 

It is in this tension of a shared attention of love that we can together sing: 

“Thus am I / risen. / Thus I am redeemed” (Hazo 1968). 

“Impenitent” (Greer 2020). 
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